FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Four Product Launches to set the stage for Almo Premium
Appliances at Architectural Digest Design Show
Distributor to bring more appliance innovation through key brands at NYC show
Philadelphia, PA – March 14, 2016: Almo Premium Appliances will play a major role in
launching four new products this week at the 2016 Architectural Digest Design Show. The
distribution leader will be introducing Tecnogas SUPERIORE, an iconic Italian brand new to
the U.S, in addition to new products from Liebherr Appliances, Sharp Home, and Faber
Hoods in Booth #271 from March 17-20.
Almo Premium will be hosting a media preview from 9:00 – 11:00 am on March 17th before
the show opens. Brands and products on display at the Architectural Digest Design Show are
as follows:
Tecnogas SUPERIORE
Tecnogas presents their product line specifically designed for the North American market:
SUPERIORE, a collection of ranges, hoods, and accessories. Exquisitely designed,
SUPERIORE provides the cooking function for real-life sensibility to truly enjoy time in the
kitchen. They will be presenting both their NEXT (stainless) and DECO (rich choice of colors
with and brass, gold or chrome accents) lines. Models on the show floor will include:
•

•
•
•
•

NEXT Line 48” TriFuel™ - first of its kind range with four induction zones, two gas
burners, a gas oven and electric griddle, featuring the Panorama “widescreen”
window
NEXT Line 30” range with Panorama “widescreen” window for smaller space
applications, shown with the 30” Pro Stainless Steel Hood
NEXT 48” hood with black glass and stainless body enhanced by retro-style analog
control
DECO Line 36” ranges in Classic Matte Red and Classic Matte Brown with a dual
color cream fascia and Art Deco finishing details
DECO Line Chimney-style hood in Classic Matte Red and Barrel-style hood in
Classic Matte Brown both matched with metal finishes

Liebherr Appliances
Refrigeration leader Liebherr will highlight their new, award-winning, UPR 503 undercounter
pull-out fridge. Created with both the designer and consumer in mind, the fridge can be
adjusted in height and depth to match the countertop, and features fully extendable, selfretracting drawers, for premium functionality and ease-of-use. Also on display by Liebherr:
•
•

New HWg 1803 in-wall wine storage cabinets
Signature BioFresh technology.
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Sharp Home
Sharp will unveil the newest addition to their home appliance product line, the
SuperSteam+TM Combination Steam and Convection Oven. The only oven to grill purely with
Superheated steam, the Supersteam+ Combination Steam and Convection Oven can grill
foods with steam that’s 485 Degrees F, so foods come out brown and crispy on the outside,
tender and juicy on the inside, and with all the benefits of cooking with steam. Also on
display is Sharp’s Microwave Drawer, which pairs elegantly with the SuperSteam+ Oven.
Faber Hoods
Faber Hoods will debut the Pareo periscoping ceiling hood to the American market at the
Arch Digest Design Show. Using a spiraling extending and retracting motion, the Pareo
creates a distinctive focal point in the kitchen. Additional Faber products in the booth will
include:
•
•
•
•
•

New Cocktail hood
New Inca Lux hood
New Classica Plus hood
New Levante hood
Upgraded Inca HC model

Capital
Capital Cooking, a mainstay brand in superior cooking, will feature the following appliances
in the booth:
•
•
•

48” Connoisseurian dual fuel range with open burner technology – COB484G2
36” Culinarian Range with open burner technology - CGSR362B2
48” Pro Hood – PSVH48HL

For further information or to arrange interview times with onsite brand executives during the
media preview or at any point during the show, contact Leanne Wood at
leanne@flyingcamel.com or 519-756-2709 x 222 (office) or 519-754-7745 (mobile).

###
About Almo Premium Appliances
Almo Premium Appliances, distributor of Premium Products for Indoor & Outdoor Living is a division of Almo
Corporation, the nation’s leading independent distributor of Major Appliances, Housewares, Consumer
Electronics and Professional A/V equipment. Headquartered in Philadelphia, Almo Premium partners with
key brands – Liebherr, Tecnogas SUPERIORE, Capital Cooking, Alfresco Open Air Culinary Systems,
Faber, U-Line, Zephyr, Blaze Grills, and Heat – to bring premium, innovative appliances and lifestyle
products to dealers, designers and consumers across the U.S. Visit premium.almo.com for further
information.
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